Manager's Playbook:

REFLECTION & FEEDBACK
Reflection and feedback is not for the faint of heart
This Consulting CohortTM will teach you methods to reflect on activities, objectives, and outcomes in 2020 and equip you
to build a strong strategy for next year. The Manager's Playbook is designed for organizational leaders who want to master reflection with their leaders and teams and who are looking to understand the impact of 2020 through better feedback
practices. Find the cracks and get down to business for only $3750.
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Group Sessions

Private Consulting

Feedback Toolkit

Learn repeatable skills and disciplines
that will make your team more effective throughout this cohort and during
future initiatives.

Meet with your dedicated consultant
each week to explore challenges,
discover opportunities, and receive
personalized advice.

Develop and ask the right questions
to gather deeper insights that may not
otherwise be shared by team members.

Listening Sessions

Cluster Analysis

Change Vision

Gather vital feedback by establishing
psychological safety and curating an
environment that helps your team
share their experiences authentically.

Organize feedback and observations
into discernable themes and see
beneath the surface to uncover root
problems.

Extract top insights and transform
them into foundational components of
your strategic planning process.
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Why Join a Consulting Cohort™?
The outdated approach to consulting is too expensive and rarely provides the practical tools you need to uncover opportunities and solve your real problems. Consulting Cohorts™ were designed intentionally to provide professional services with
more value from anywhere for less money.

More Value

More Accessible

More Collaborative

More Effective

Only pay for 1-on-1 time
when you need it with no
added costs.

Log-in from work or home
and collaborate using
innovative tools.

Communicate differently
and include more
perspectives.

Solve the right problem and
gain skills to handle the
next challenge.

Better results • From anywhere • For less money
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